T.A. Sciences® Founder & CEO, Noel Thomas Patton, explains how telomeres act like clocks within our cells, and shares insight on how to maintain healthy telomere length to keep them ticking at their best. Check out his article in Elephant Journal to learn more!

#tasciences #healthytelomeres #cellularlevel

Understanding the Aging Clock within your Cells.
www.elephantjournal.com

The good news is that there are ways that you can slow, stop or even reverse the telomere shortening that happens as we age.

Instituto Dr. Beut and David J Laurie like this.

David J Laurie Thanks for the post. Its always nice and inform...to hear his take on telomeres. Interesting humanity's gains in knowledge in these areas, in a short time. Hope it accelerates.
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Did you know that human skin is the largest organ in the body? There are about 19 million skin cells in every inch of the body! TA-65® for Skin may improve skin elasticity and recovery time post-procedure!

For more info, call 888-360-8886 or email info@tasciences.com today!
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Hi! I've met Dr. Linda SalvinHillebrand!

T.A. SCIENCES
September 19 • Edited
Visiting Spain any time soon? Check out T.A. Sciences®' exclusive Spanish Distributor, Salengei! For information on how you can order TA-65® from them, email info@tasciences.com or info@salengei.com today!

#Healthierliving at the #cellularlevel #TA65
Not only have age-related disorders been tied to shorter telomeres, but more and more research is showing how all kinds of illnesses and infections may be linked to them as well.

Test subjects with shorter immune cell telomeres faced an increased risk of catching a cold, researchers wrote Tuesday in JAMA (abstract here.)
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T.A. SCIENCES
February 25, 2013

It doesn't really matter what time of day you take your TA-65. Here are a few things our customers have reported to us:

Taking TA-65 in the morning: Customers have reported having more energy throughout the day, being more productive, and having more endurance.

Taking TA-65 at night: Customers have reported having more vivid dreams, remembering their dreams better, sleeping more restfully, dreaming more vividly, and having a more regulated sleep cycle.

T.A. SCIENCES
February 22, 2013

T.A. Sciences is proud to be exhibiting at three shows for healthcare professionals in the next couple of weeks:

- American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine (Las Vegas)
- Integrative Healthcare Symposium (New York City)
- American Academy of Dermatology (Miami Beach)

If you're in attendance, come by and check us out!

(event details can be found on our website at http://www.tasciences.com/about/events/)

T.A. SCIENCES
February 13, 2013

Going to #LasVegas for #A4M? So are we! Stop by our booth anytime between February 28th and March 2nd. We'd love to see you!
Telomeres have been called the genetic keys to the fountain of youth...

Your cells are on a timer - one that's running out. Learn how you can modify cells to literally reverse the aging process

http://ow.ly/eTFZF

Exhibit O - Page 6
English Longitudinal Study of Ageing shows that respondents with the highest level of positive effect are 35% less likely to die than their...